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(ii) SF–PPR, ‘‘Performance Progress 
Report’’ cover sheet, performance 
measures (SF–PPR–A), and activity 
based expenditures (SF–PPR–E); and 

(iii) SF–270, ‘‘Request for Advance or 
Reimbursement’’. 

(2) Minimum retention. Microlenders 
must provide evidence in their quar-
terly reports that the sum of the unex-
pended amount in the RMRF, plus the 
amount in the LLRF, plus debt owed 
by the microborrowers is equal to a 
minimum of 105 percent of the amount 
owed by the microlender to the Agency 
unless the Agency has established a 
higher LLRF reserve requirement for a 
specific microlender. 

(3) Combining accounts and reports. If a 
microlender has more than one loan 
from the Agency, a separate report 
must be made for each except when 
RMRF accounts have been combined. A 
microlender may combine RMRF ac-
counts only when: 

(i) The underlying loans have the 
same rates, terms and conditions; 

(ii) The combined report allows the 
Agency to effectively administer the 
program, including providing the same 
level of transparency and information 
for each loan as if separate RMRF re-
ports had been prepared; and 

(iii) The accompanying LLRF fund 
reports also provide the same level of 
transparency and information for each 
loan as if separate LLRF reports had 
been prepared. 

(iv) The Agency must approve the 
combining of accounts and reports in 
writing before such accounts are com-
bined and reports are submitted. 

(4) Delinquency. In the event that a 
microlender has delinquent loans in its 
RMAP portfolio, quarterly reports will 
include narrative explanation of the 
steps being taken to cure the delin-
quencies. 

(5) Other reports. Other reports may 
be required by the Agency from time to 
time in the event of poor performance, 
one or more work out agreements or 
other such occurrences that require 
more than the usual set of reporting 
information. 

(6) Site visits. The Agency may, at any 
time, choose to visit the microlender 
and inspect its files to ensure that pro-
gram requirements are being met. 

(7) Access to microlender’s records. 
Upon request by the Agency, the 
microlender will permit representa-
tives of the Agency (or other agencies 
of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
authorized by that Department or the 
U.S. Government) to inspect and make 
copies of any records pertaining to op-
eration and administration of this pro-
gram. Such inspection and copying 
may be made during regular office 
hours of the microlender or at any 
other time agreed upon between the 
microlender and the Agency. 

(8) Changes in key personnel. Before 
any additions are made to key per-
sonnel, the microlender must notify 
and the Agency must approve such 
changes. 

§ 4280.312 Loan approval and closing. 

(a) Loan approval and obligating funds. 
The loan will be considered approved 
on the date the signed copy of Form 
RD 1940–1, ‘‘Request for Obligation of 
Funds,’’ is signed by the Agency. Form 
RD 1940–1 authorizes funds to be obli-
gated and may be executed by the 
Agency provided the microlender has 
the legal authority to contract for a 
loan, and to enter into required agree-
ments, including an Agency-approved 
loan agreement, and meets all program 
loan requirements and has signed Form 
RD 1940–1. 

(b) Letter of conditions. Upon review-
ing the conditions and requirements in 
the letter of conditions, the applicant 
must complete, sign, and return Form 
RD 1942–46, ‘‘Letter of Intent to Meet 
Conditions,’’ to the Agency; or if cer-
tain conditions cannot be met, the ap-
plicant may propose alternate condi-
tions. The Agency will review any re-
quests for changes to the letter of con-
ditions. The Agency may approve only 
minor changes that do not materially 
affect the microlender. Changes in 
legal entities prior to loan closing will 
not be approved. 

(c) Loan closing. 
(1) Prior to loan closing, micro-

lenders must provide evidence that the 
RMRF and LLRF bank accounts have 
been set up and the LLRF has been, or 
will be, funded as described in 
§ 4280.311(g)(4). Such evidence shall con-
sist of: 
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(i) A pre-authorized debit form allow-
ing the Agency to withdraw payments 
from the RMRF account, and in the 
event of a repayment workout, from 
the LLRF account; 

(ii) An Agency-approved automatic 
deposit authorization form from the 
depository institution providing the 
Agency with the RMRF account num-
ber into which funds may be deposited 
at time of disbursement to the micro-
lender; 

(iii) A statement from the depository 
institution as to the amount of cash in 
the LLRF account; 

(iv) An Agency-approved promissory 
note must be executed at loan closing; 
and 

(v) An appropriate security agree-
ment on the LLRF and RMRF ac-
counts. 

(2) At loan closing, the microlender 
must certify that: 

(i) All requirements of the letter of 
conditions have been met and 

(ii) There has been no material ad-
verse change in the microlender or its 
financial condition since the issuance 
of the letter of conditions. If one or 
more adverse changes have occurred, 
the microlender must explain the 
changes and the Agency must deter-
mine that the microlender remains eli-
gible and qualified to participate as an 
MDO. 

(3) The microlender will provide suf-
ficient evidence, which may include 
but is not limited to, mechanics’ lien 
waivers or in their absence receipts of 
payment, that no lawsuits are pending 
or threatened that would adversely af-
fect the security of the microlender 
when Agency security instruments are 
filed. 

§ 4280.313 Grant provisions. 
(a) General. The following provisions 

apply to each type of grant offered 
under this program unless otherwise 
specified annually in a FEDERAL REG-
ISTER notice. Competition for these 
funds will occur as a part of the appli-
cation and qualification process of be-
coming a microlender. Failure to meet 
scoring benchmarks will preclude an 
applicant from receiving loan and/or 
grant dollars. Once an MDO is partici-
pating as a microlender, grant funds 
will be made available automatically 

based on lending and the availability of 
funds. 

(1) Grant amounts. 
(i) The maximum TA grant amount 

for a microlender is 25 percent of the 
first $400,000 of outstanding microloans 
owed to the microlender under this 
program, plus an additional 5 percent 
of the outstanding loan amount owed 
by the microborrowers to the lender 
under this program over $400,000 up to 
and including $2.5 million. This cal-
culation leads to a maximum grant of 
$205,000 annually for any microlender 
to provide technical assistance to its 
clients. These grants will be awarded 
annually. 

(ii) The maximum amount of a TA- 
only grant under this program will not 
exceed 10 percent of the amount of 
funding available for TA-only grants. 
The amount of funding available for 
TA funding will be announced annually 
and will be based on the availability of 
funds. In no case will funding for the 
TA-only grants exceed 10 percent of the 
amount appropriated for the program 
each Federal fiscal year. 

(2) Matching requirement. The MDO is 
required to provide a match of not less 
than 15 percent of the total amount of 
the grant in the form of matching 
funds, indirect costs, or in-kind goods 
or services. Unless specifically per-
mitted by laws other than the statute 
authorizing RMAP, matching contribu-
tions must be made up of non-Federal 
funding. 

(3) Administrative expenses. Not more 
than 10 percent of a grant received by 
a MDO for a Federal fiscal year (FY) 
may be used to pay administrative ex-
penses. MDOs must submit an annual 
budget of proposed administrative ex-
penses for Agency approval. The Agen-
cy has the right to deny the 10 percent 
and to fund administration expenses at 
a lower level. 

(4) Ineligible grant purposes. Grant 
funds, matching funds, indirect costs, 
and in-kind goods and services may not 
be used for: 

(i) Grant application preparation 
costs; 

(ii) Costs incurred prior to the obliga-
tion date of the grant; 

(iii) Capital improvements; 
(iv) Political or lobbying activities; 
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